HANGAR ECHOES
February 2013

NOTE: Chapter Meeting
WEDNESDAY February 6th
6:30 pm

N314DC First Flight.
By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association!
On December 30, RV-8 N314DC took to
the air for the first time with Don
Christiansen at the controls.
During that flight Don reports that
everything went well. He did discover a
few squawks. The right wing was a tad
heavy, so he corrected it by squeezing the
opposite aileron. It has a Dynon Glass
panel, and he said he is adjusting to
operating it.
This is Don’s second RV-8, and it is an
upgrade on the first one. I weighed it a few
months ago and noted some of the upgrades
Don has incorporated into 314DC.
The biggest upgrade was in power. The
new RV-8 is powered by the new
Thunderbolt YIO-390, an engine that
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produces 210hp. Don reports climb rates at
2600 ft/min.
Attached to that power is a 74” Hartzell
Blended-Airfoil constant-speed prop. That
is two inches larger that the 72” prop he had
on his first RV-8.
He says is cruises
comfortably at 2300 RPM burning a little
over 8 gallons per hour.
The second biggest upgrade is in the
panel. His original RV-8 was crafted before
the flood of “glass” panels. So it had quite a
few round gauges and instruments.
In
N314DC a 12” Dynon Skyview
EFIS
dominates the panel along with a Garmin
696 GPS. Both airplanes have autopilots,
but 314DC uses the Dynon servos.
See First Flight on page 4
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Monthly Schedule

February 6th Chapter Meeting

February 13th Board Meeting

The February Chapter
meeting will be on
Wednesday February
6th at the Farmers
B r a n c h L i b r a r y,
located on the
northwest corner of
We b b C h a p e l a n d
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and
begin at 6:30 p.m. with
socializing and coffee. The
program will begin promptly
at 7 p.m. and finish by 9:00 p.m.

The next BOD meeting will be held on Wednesday
February 13th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at
7:00 PM. The minutes from the January BOD meeting
recorded by Pete Miller are as follows:
Officers, Directors, and Members in Attendance: Michael
Stephan, Sam Cooper, Jim Canniff, Pete Miller, Norm
Biron, Frank Prokop, Bill Bracken, David Buono, Brad
Roberts.
General Meeting, Speaker / Subject

The Speaker this month will be Chris Webb from
American Flyers Flight School. Chris is the Assistant Chief
flight instructor for American Flyers and was the Flight
Instructor of the Year for the Southwest Region.
The topic will be recurrent training, something all pilots
need from time to time. After the presentation, there will be
time for some questions. So, if you have flight instruction
questions, be sure to attend the February meeting.
We look forward to seeing you there.

February 6: Chris Webb; chief instructor, American Flyers.
Note that meeting is on Wednesday.
March 6: MichaelCombs
April 3: Bruce Fuller will discuss his Bearhawk project
May 7: Carol Ann Garret, around the world experiences
Board of Directors Meetings
February 13: Note date changed to Wednesday night
Chapter Fly Out
February 9: Frontiers of Flight, 10am (rescheduled from
Jan. 12). Alternate will be the Cavanaugh Flight Museum.
Monthly Social Gathering
Tuesday, Feb 26: Pete Miller’s RV-7 project at his home,
7:00 pm
Treasurer Report

February 9th Frontiers of Flight Visit
Since last month’s visit to the Frontiers of Flight Museum
was cancelled, we are going to try again this month.
The Frontiers of Flight Museum is on the South East
corner (on Lemon Ave) of Love Field Airport.We plan to be
there at 10 am, although you can get there whenever you
like and stay as long as you please. After going through the
museum we will try to put together a place for lunch. That
will depend on those that want to participate.
It is a great museum. If you have kids, they have a section
of the museum just for them. So bring the whole family and
join us for a little social time at the Frontiers of Flight
Museum.

Brad presented the Treasurer’s Report. Chapter renewal
and insurance has been submitted to National by the Jan. 15
deadline
New Business
The Library is looking at publicizing (sponsoring) our
presence at their facility. This would potentially increase
our exposure and attendance.
Board of Directors election will be in March. Sam Cooper,
Jim Canniff and Frank Prokop agreed to stay on the Board
next year.
Pete reported that he had submitted the 2013 Fly-out dates
to National for insurance.

February 26th Social Gathering
The Monthly Social gathering has returned for this
month. We will gather on Tuesday February 26th at 7 PM
and the home of Pete and Lenora Miller.
The Miller’s live at 3925 Medina Dr. in Plano, which is in
the vicinity of the intersection of Park Blvd and Los Rios.
We will get to study Pete’s RV-7 project, as well as talk
about airplanes while solving the world’s problems. We
will report the results next month.
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Presidents Message
From the President’s Desk
By Michael Stephan

The January weather has been cold, but I was able to get some RV-8 flying time. It was
some cold flights, but the airplane has pretty good heat. One nice thing about winter
flying is the calm, stable dense air. It is fun when the engine makes good power.
I want to thank Jan Collmer for the presentation he gave at the January meeting. We had
real good attendance and Jan does a great job entertaining the group.
The Chapter is surging forward with new projects. As Don Christiansen completes his
second RV-8 project, Brad Roberts begins a ONEX project. Add that to the number of
members that are currently building and we will have quite a few flights in the upcoming
years.
Flying events are scarce in the winter months, so there isn’t many events to promote. But we do have a few good
Chapter activities. We will discuss recurrent training at the chapter meeting; visit the frontiers of Flight Museum on
Sat.Feb 9th; then at the end of the month Visit Pete Miller’s RV-7 project.
Don’t forget that we are gearing up for a summer celebration of the Chapter’s 50th Anniversary.
In the meantime, lets go flying!

Another Project Joins the Chapter
By Michael Stephan

At the end of January, Brad Roberts took delivery of a
complete Onex kit. The Onex is a single seat airplane with
folding wings from the makers of the popular Sonex line of
airplanes.
With the price of fuel, insurance and Hangar rent, Brad
has been looking for a smaller, lighter and cheaper to
operate project for a while. Something that he could hangar
with his RV-7, so it had to be a high wing or something
similar.
He looked at the Kitfox line of planes or
something similar. Then at Oshkosh a few years ago he
saw the introduction of the ONEX. It had one seat, was
light and the folding wings would allow it to fit in the
hangar with the RV-7.

The ONEX with folding wings!

I got a peek at some of the parts of the kit, and they are
similar to the prepunched parts that RV’s are known to
have. I think Brad will be able to get this airplane together
much quicker than his RV-7. I can’t wait to see the
progress. Go Brad!
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News and Notes

First Flight

continued from page 1

To keep the airplane light, Don used the airfoil-shaped
Grove gear instead of Van’s spring steel. Don also used the
lighter and smaller Odyssey battery to crank the 390 cubic
inch engine.
He also has put a few unique upgrades to his personal
flying machine. Just like the previous RV-8, Don added a
taller extension on the crossover bar that the front seat rests
on. The taller height makes it easier to get his long legs
under the panel. It is also a needed grab handle for the rear
seat passenger’s entry and exit.
New to this version is the extended rear baggage
compartment. It is hard to explain, but a panel across the
top stringer adds a bit more space for some of those
lightweight but long items. Don also added a part from the
nosewheel RV’s. He installed a step used by the “A”
models. Having made that step over the flap and up on the
wing of the tailwheel models, I can understand the desire
for a step. Don added it to help Linda, the grandkids, as
well as some of the smaller Young Eagles make that step up
onto the wing. He also admitted that he isn’t getting any
younger , and that step will come in handy. It is an option
you don’t see on many tailwheel RV’s. Mel has the only
similar one I have seen.
N314DC also has the “Hotel Whiskey” extended range
tanks installed. The front windshield
was exchanged for the thicker 1/4” think
plexiglass. I have that as my canopy on
my RV-8 and it is very strong. I don’t
wish to test it, but I believe it is strong
enough to deflect a bird impact.
Speaking of canopy, Don used the
“sikaflex” method to glue his canopy to
the frame. He used that technique when
he replaced the canopy on his first RV-8.
Sikaflex is a flexible adhesive that glues
the canopy to the frame.
I’m still
skeptical, but is becoming more
common in the RV community.
Don has several other little details that
make maintenance easier as well. A few
access panels in strategic places makes this plane unique.

The Glass Panel and extended crossover bar on N314DC

Don Christiansen in !ont of his latest creation

Don plans on another Poploski paint job and hopes he
finds a place in line soon. Don’t expect much changes in
the scheme. His RV-4 and RV-8 both had the same scheme.
I think he likes it. I do too. I had Poploski put it on my
RV-8 but with a different base color. We look forward to
seeing N314 DC at the local fly-ins.
Congratulations Don on another fine aircraft.
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The Sound of Silence

HISTORY

by Mike Hoye

I suppose that if you fly long enough it’s bound to
happen; that is having a real engine failure in flight. We
learn how to deal with it as students, we are tested for it to
earn our license, and we are encouraged to continue
practicing as we build hours.
Around 5:00 PM on Wednesday evening November 7,
2012 the Lycoming O235 in my Pober Pixie II decided it
had enough and called it quits. Flying alone on a short
evening flight across Rockwall County, westbound at 600
feet AGL, easing toward 1000 feet AGL in cruise climb, I
noticed the scent of oil vapor. A visual check over the side
of the open cockpit was all the confirmation I needed, so I
started a 180 degree turn back toward the airport about four
miles behind me. It was not soon enough though and the
engine began to clatter and shake but continued to run.
Fortunately lots of open fields were available. Reducing
power caused the engine to immediately seize with the prop
stopped at the 12:00 o’clock position. The field of choice
was raked brown dirt, dry with some remnants’ of corn
stalks plowed in. Wind was calm, the field relatively
smooth, rectangular in shape and about the size of Airpark
East. The landing was uneventful, and a welcoming party
arrived within five minutes. The land owner lived nearby
and after being satisfied all was well, he gave me a lift back
to IF7. My friend Howard Schindler and I met the next
morning and we began the process of removing the wings
and relocating the Pixie II to her hangar.

The engine was originally installed in a new 1953 Piper
PA12 Super Cub; I have the one and only original logbook.
According to the log, it was flown to TBO (2000 hours),
removed from the Cub in 1957 and stored until 1974. It was
overhauled at that time and put into service on a homebuilt
Jodel D12. Following Tony Bingelis’ recommendations in
his book Firewall Forward, I removed the engine from the
Jodel in February of 1991 with 283 hours logged since
1974, and did a partial restoration of the engine that did not
include the internal reciprocating components. I did have
an FAA approved shop overhaul the cylinders and I
overhauled the carb and replaced all ignition components
with new parts. I installed it in the Pixie II in 2000 and
ground ran it for about two hours before the first flight in
May of 2000.
All four cylinders were replaced in the summer of 2011
with new Lycoming parts at 1114 hours logged due to low
compression in two of the cylinders. The engine had about
80 hours on the new cylinders when the failure occurred.
The big question of course is what happened?
Mark Davis is a friend at the airport, fellow EAA member
and holds A&P with IA certifications. We worked out a
plan that started with removing the spark plugs to
determine piston placement. Sure enough, numbers one,
three and four were in their proper positions relative to the
propeller orientation at 12:00. Number two however, was at
top dead center which is not in agreement with the others.
The next step was to remove number two from the engine.
After disconnecting the various components and removing
the base nuts, the cylinder would only move about ¼ inch
out from the case.
The next step was to remove the remaining cylinders
which exposed the interior of the engine. We could see the
number two rod journal was missing the rod cap, and one
bolt. The crankshaft rod journal was damaged and oxidized

View through the number 1 Cylinder base opening before
disassembly
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blue from intense heat. The rod was completely
disconnected from the crankshaft and the piston/rod
assembly could be moved freely within the cylinder. The
rod cap and bearing, bolt, nut, etc. were missing and and
there were lots of shiny marks on the inside of the case.

inside. We removed the damage area with a Dremel tool
and diamond cut-off wheel to finally separate the cylinder
from the left side of the case.

We found the majority of remaining bearing and rod cap
debris in the bottom of the case and the oil sump. The rod
bolt with castellated nut and cotter key still attached was
found in two pieces, both elongated and obviously having
failed in tension. What a mess!

Number two rod and failed bolt with nut sti" attached
We relocated the engine from its mount to an overhaul
stand and began the disassembly process. Once the case
was separated we could see that the cylinder skirt had been
distorted by the flailing rod such that it was flared on the

Number two cylinder base a#er cutting away skirt to release it
!om the case
RESEARCH
Sacramento Sky Ranch offers an excellent book “Sky
Ranch Engineering Manual”; on aircraft engine
maintenance, failure, and repair. According to their text
regarding oil starvation: “The first area of damage is
usually the rod bearing. Upon loss of oil pressure, the rod
journal comes in contact with the rod bearing. Heating and
scuffing causes the bearing babbitt to melt and flow off the
bearing shell. The bearing shell then scores the crankshaft
journal. With the loss of bearing babbitt, the rod will be
loose on the journal. If the engine continues to operate, the
rod bolts fail, releasing the rod from the crankshaft. “
So it appears that we experienced a catastrophic failure of
the number two rod bearing due to oil starvation. Oddly
enough, I never saw a drop in oil pressure, even as the
engine continued to run with all the racket. So what might
have caused the failure?

Serving the general aviation community since 1974
www.texair.com
3724 North Commerce Street
Meacham Airport
Fort Worth Texas 76106
Phone: 817-632-7041
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The Lycoming Overhaul Manual makes the following
statement with regard to crankshaft cleaning at overhaul:
“Accumulated sludge loosened during cleaning will clog
the crankshaft oil passages and cause subsequent bearing
failures.”
This engine does not have an oil filter and the crankshaft is
fitted with sludge tubes at each rod journal. Perhaps sludge
accumulation reduced oil delivery to that particular journal.
That might also explain the oil vapor I noticed in flight,
likely due to the heat generated by the crankshaft after the
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Sludge Tube as Insta"ed in a Rod Journal
Number two rod journal damage, note the oil relief hole
partia"y closed oﬀ
bearing disintegrated. Removing the sludge tube released a
dry powdery substance that could pass for “sludge” baked
at a very high temperature.

crankshaft with the O290 rated at 135 Hp. The connecting
rods and bearing components are also shared with the O320
series engine that is rated up to 160 Hp. However most of
the early engines did not include an oil filter, relying on
more frequent oil changes and a reusable screen instead.
It is said that the word experimental translates to “mental
experience”. So far this experience has been mental alright,
with a little physical experience thrown in. We are now in
the process of locating parts, working with vendors to
provide advice and certified components to re-build the
engine. I plan on re-assembling the engine as part of our
homebuilder privilege, learning as we go, and enjoying the
process of working with “mind and hand” as Paul
Poberezny would say.

Sludge Tube
The Lycoming O235 was first produced in 1942 and has a
reputation for being a rugged, durable engine, and is still in
production today. It is rated from 108 to 115 Hp, depending
on compression ratio. The O235 shares case components
and various internal components like camshaft, tappets and

www.flightmuseum.com
@FrontofFlight
Monday – Saturday: 10am to 5pm
Sunday: 1pm to 5pm

6911 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75209
(214) 350-3600

Lucky Louque
lucky@asod.com
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have a PORTABLE altitude chamber, and it was coming to
Dallas.

Getting High

The day started with a classroom session held at the
Embry Riddle campus just off of Alliance Airport that
lasted less than 2 hours. We learned about the history of
altitude chambers, the scientific laws that govern oxygen in
Earth’s atmosphere, how the portable chamber works and
how it’s different from a typical “chamber ride”, and most
importantly, what causes hypoxia and how the human body
reacts to taking in less and less oxygen as you climb in an
airplane. After the classroom session, everybody drove
themselves over to MarcAir at Northwest Regional (52F)
Airport for the chamber portion of the class.

By: David Buono

Have you ever gotten a headache after flying above 8,000
feet for a few hours? How about 10,000 feet? Maybe
5,000 feet? If you have, chances are your body was
starting to warn you that you weren’t getting enough
oxygen… or that you were tired of your passengers!

CAMI didn’t exactly throw their altitude chamber on a
flatbed and bring it to Dallas. They have created what they
call a Portable Reduced Oxygen Training Enclosure, or
PROTE. It’s a simple aluminum frame enclosure with
thick plastic wrapped around it.
They have 2 tubes
inserted, which are an intake and exhaust. The tubes are
hooked up to an oxygen scrubber, which takes the oxygen
out of the air. Normal air we breathe at sea level is roughly
20% oxygen, and 80% nitrogen, but our bodies only use the
oxygen. The scrubbers change the ratio of the air in the

Operating an aircraft at high altitudes can be hazardous to
your health, so if you’re going to do it, it might be a good
idea to have a little training. That was my philosophy as I
signed up for a safety class sponsored by the FAA and the
Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI) this past month.
So what does “high” mean? To some, it might mean
above 10,000 feet. To others, it might mean 40,000 feet.
That is one of the first lessons to be learned about hypoxia,
everybody reacts to reduced oxygen intake differently.
This adventure started when I got an email from
faasafety.gov letting me know there was a new class
coming to my area.
I’ve wanted to make a trip to
Oklahoma City to get high altitude training and take a free
ride in the FAA’s chamber ever since installing oxygen in
my RV last summer. On our 2 week trip out west, we were
routinely flying above 10,000 feet and were as high as
16,500 for a portion of the trip. Unfortunately, the FAA’s
chamber is only available during the week so it makes it
tough for me to schedule. The email said that they now

Oxygen Scrubbers
enclosure to 6% oxygen and 94% nitrogen, which simulates
being at 25,000 feet MSL. Each chair within the enclosure
also has an oxygen mask that provides outside air to the
user for when the hypoxia becomes too much.

117
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The 2 biggest differences between a true altitude chamber
and the PROTE are that it instantaneously puts you at
25,000 feet when you walk in, and there are no pressure
changes.
This makes for quicker turn-around times,
because there is no need to “climb” to altitude. And with
no pressure changes, it is much easier on the body,
especially the ears.
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Grand Prairie Starts
New Tower Construction

We were given a worksheet with problems to solve, such
as a few math problems, a maze, a crossword puzzle, and a
place to sign our name. The goal was to work through the
problems and to note our oxygen saturation using a pulse
ox machine each minute. As soon as I entered the chamber,
I was a little light headed before I even got to my seat.
After sitting down, I started working through my problems.
We learned in the class that everybody’s symptoms are
different, and there was no way to predict how we’d feel.
My symptoms stayed pretty steady, because even after the
4th minute, I was still only light headed even though my
oxygen saturation had dropped to 65 (baseline taken before
entering chamber was 98). I did notice that after the 3rd
minute, I really had to concentrate hard on the tiniest task.
I was working on math problems at the time, and although I
got them correct, it was taking longer and longer to
complete them. After the 4th minute, my signature was
noticeably way off from my normal handwriting. About
4min 30sec into the exercise, we were told to put our
oxygen masks on, and everybody was alert enough to
comply.

By Michael Stephan

It has been talked about for years, but it has now begun.
The Grand Prairie Airport is finally beginning construction
on the new control tower.
Currently, the tower resides on the property of American
Eurocopter. It was a built there to help separate Helicopter
traffic from regular runway traffic. Over the years, it has
handled a ton of operations. As the airport grew, the need
for a new control tower was planned with the construction
of the new terminal building. Now that the terminal is
finished, it is the tower’s turn.
A couple of large cranes showed up, and a few days later
the exterior concrete panels were stood into place. The new
tower stands next to the Fire Station on the east side of the
airport property.
Working on tasks in the chamber
This was a great exercise for me to be able to experience
hypoxia and how my body reacted under tightly controlled
and safe conditions. I highly recommend this class to
anybody that even occasionally flies with oxygen onboard.
However, there is no replacement for doing a true altitude
chamber ride. If Oklahoma City is within your reach, that
would be my #1 choice. But short of making it there, this
was a pretty good substitute.
Armed with the new
knowledge I gained from this class, I will be able to fly
high more confidently but most importantly, safer!Saturday,
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Lithium Batteries

Upcoming Events

By Michael Stephan

Recently, Lithium ion batteries have been getting some
very bad press, and the news reporters are again piling on.
I wish to defend the honor of the Lithium ion battery.
There are several different chemistries of Lithium based
batteries. It would be too complicated to explain all of
them here, so I will generically refer to them Lithium ion
batteries. It is the loosely held lithium ion that supplies the
charge.
The lithium battery is a technology that is changing
society. The high energy density has enabled the shrinking
of technology. Most of us carry one in our pocket installed
in our phones. Nobody seems to be worrying if their pants
are going to start on fire, although most politicians and
talking-heads worry about that for other reasons.
Ironically, people view YouTube videos that show the
danger of exploding batteries on a device that is powered
by one.
Lithium ion batteries have a very high energy density per
gram of weight. These batteries allow for 6 hours of tablet
computer operation on battery power. My phone is always
on and only needs charging every few days.
I find these batteries very reliable and durable. I have
replaced electronic devices without ever replacing their
batteries. I can’t say that about my previous NiCad batterypowered devices.
Lithium ion batteries have no memory. Try that with you
NiCad batteries from past. Lithium batteries can last for
thousands of charge and discharge cycles. They also have
no self discharge like their lead-acid counterparts. You can
put a Lithium ion battery on the shelf and when you pull it
off years later it will have the same charge.
This is not to say that they are hazard free. There are
solvents that are used in the electrolytes. If overcharged,
they can go into thermal runaway. Some of the chemistries
are more volatile than others. So the challenge is not to
overcharge them or damage the cells.

Saturday, Feb 2, 2013 — McKinney, TX.
EAA Chapter 1246 1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-IN
http://www.eaa1246.org/coffeeanddonuts.asp Collin
County Regional at McKinney (TKI)
1st Saturday Coffee and Donuts! Let's get together for
some fellowship and fun. We're having Free coffee and
donuts for everyone on the first Saturday of every month at
Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in the McKinney Hangars
Association area. Let's gather at 9:00 am. You don't have to
be a member to attend. See you there! Contact: T Marbach
214-549-9563, president@eaa1246.org
Mar 2, 2013 — Fort Worth, TX.
Aviation/WWII Auction, Collectibles, Vintage Aircraft
Parts, etc - http://www.gga1.org/charity%20auction
Meacham Airport (KFTW)
Many unique, one-of-a-kind items. A collection of WWII
aircraft-inspired art, artifacts and collectibles vintage
aircraft parts, and more!!! Proceeds will benefit Greatest
Generation Aircraft's maintenance restoration efforts of
vintage military aircraft, to include the B25 Bomber Pacific
Prowler and C47 Southern Cross. Auction Items Will
Include: Cyclone Radial Engine-1942 factory overhaul,
was prepared for installation in PanAm's China Clipper,
B17 Cowling, Vintage Motorcycles...and so much more!!!
Bidder pre-registration is encouraged, but not required. To
pre-register email greatestgeneration@yahoo.com with
buyer name, address and cell phone number. You will be
emailed back with your bidder number and you can pick up
your bid card at the check in table upon arrival. Auction
Items Preview: Fri, March 1, 3-6 pm. Sat, March 2, 7-9 am.
Contact: Dana Wood 817 659 9249,
greatestgeneration@yahoo.com

Often times, poorly designed devices to control the
multiple cells are the cause of the overcharging or just
failing and shorting the pack. Large packs controlled by
customized battery management systems are the source for
most of the damage to the Lithium battery’s image.
Even though I like them, I am reluctant to put one in my
plane. I will have to test them first in a closer to the ground
situation.
Lithium batteries are everywhere.
They are in our
phones, our computers, our tools, our cars and someday our
airplanes, and we will be glad when they are.
I like these batteries. I think I will power a car with them.
More on that later.
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

HANGAR ECHOES

Classifieds
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
ForaSale:
Varieze
O-360
(76" dia 65" pitch, spacer and 12" dia. spinner)
ContLess
O-200;than
100 hours
1350 totalnew.
time $2750
60hrson overhaul.
since installed
$14.5k.
Leon Rausch
214-349-6024
Bill Bracken
817-925-4699

For Sale: Slick Mags removed from o-360 Lycoming.
For Sale: Slick Mags removed from O-360 Lycoming,
#4371 impulse (366 hrs.) #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs.),
#4371 Impulse (366 hrs), #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs),
includes spacer and harness, will need drive gear for 4370.
includes
and $750
harness,OBF.
will needMarvin
drive gear
for
4371
$300 spacer
- 4370
Brott
4370. 4371 $300 -214-726-9117.
4370 $750 OBF Marvin Brott
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net 214-726-9117
For Sale: Garmin 296. $500 or best offer.
BillFor
Bracken
Sale:817-925-4699
David Clark headset TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing jack for RV aircraft (RV Easy Lift System). New
condition – used once. $140. Tail dragger dragger for RV
or other tail wheel aircraft. $125. Tools: Pneumatic and
hand. Just about enough to build an RV or other sheet
metal aircraft. 35 items, mostly from Avery Tools and all
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
$1850. Sell for $700. Aircraft parts, 20-50% of cost: New
UMA suction gauge , electric boost pump, tachometer,
rod end bearings, aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
and prices. George Kilishek (972) 250 2906 or
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.

For Sale: Granbury Texas Airpark Home/Hanger For
Sale $269,900 - 3509 Nassau Ct., 76049 (Nassau Bay)
Beautiful home with large hanger on Nassau Bay Airpark.
Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two sepa
rate living areas, iron/brick fenced, covered RV parking.
Hanger is 50x34 and has 2 electric automatic doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor: Pam
Knieper at 817-243-8345 / pam@knieperteam.com
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
Less than 60hrs since installed new. LOWERED PRICE
$1850 - Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
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c/o Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

